LUBRICATION ORDER

L05-6115-434-12

18 OCTOBER 1979 (SUPERSEDES LO5-6115-434-12, 30 December 1968)
POWER UNIT UTILITY PACK: GAS TURBINE ENGINE
DRIVEN (AIRESEARCH MODEL PPU85-5 TYPE A)
Reference: TM5-6115-434-12, C9100-1L
Intervals and related task-hour times are based on normal
hours of operation. The task-hour time specified is the
time you need to do all the services prescribed for a
particular interval. Change the interval If your lubricants
are contaminated or It you are operating the equipment
under adverse operating conditions, including longer-thanusual operating hours. You may extend the Interval during
periods of low activity, but you must take adequate
preservation precautions.

Clean fittings before lubricating. Clean parts with
SOLVENT dry cleaning SD-2. Dry before lubricating.
Drain crankcase when HOT. Fill and check level. The
lowest level of maintenance authorized to lubricate a point
is indicated by one of the following: (C) Operator] crew; or
(0) Organizational Maintenance.

*The time specified is the time required to perform all
services at the particular Interval.

.You can Improve this publication by calling attention to
errors and by recommending improvements and by stating
your reasons for the recommendations. Your letter or DA
Form 2028 (Recommended Changes to Publications and
Forms) should be mailed direct to Commander, U.S. Army
Troop Support and Aviation Material Readiness Command,
ATTN: DRSTS-MTPS, 4300 Goodfellow Blvd., St. Louis
MO 63120. A reply will be furnished direct to you.

LUBRICANT INTERVAL

LUBRICANT INTERVAL

Oil Fill Cap and
Dipstick
(Check oil level and
replenish as required.)
(See Note 2.) (0)

Oil Filter
(Disassemble, clean housing,
renew element, and
reassemble.)(See note 1.) (0)

Oil Drain Cap
(Drain and refill.) (0)

*TOTAL TASK HR.
INTERVAL
10
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TASK-HR
0.1

*TOTAL TASK-HR.
INTERVAL
500

MAN-HR
0.6
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-- KEY --

LUBRICANTS

REFILL
CAPACITY

OIL, Turbine Engine

10 qt

ALL TEMPERATURES
MIL-L-7808
or
MIL-L-23699
(See note 2)

NOTES:
1. OIL FILTER. After Installing new filter element, fill oil
tank, operate engine 5 minutes, check level, check filter
housing and lines for leaks.

INTERVALS
Intervals
given are
in hours of
normal
operation.

Copy of this Lubrication Order will remain with the
equipment at all times; instructions contained herein are
mandatory.
By Order of the 8crtary of the Army:

2. CHANGING OIL BRANDS OR SPECIFICATIONS.
Do not mix different brands or specifications of oil. The
lubricant system must be flushed and the filter element
replaced when changing from one brand or specification of
oil to another.

E. C. MEYER
General United States Army
Chief of Staff
Official:

3. LUBRICATION. The following is a list of lubricants
with the Military Symbols and applicable specification
numbers.
MIL-L-7808
MIL-L-23699

J. C. PENNINGTON
Major General, United States Army
The Adjutant General

DISTRIBUTION:
To be distributed in accordance with DA Form 12-25A, Operator Maintenance Requirements for MUST System
Equipment.
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Was brought to you by me:

Liberated Manuals -- free army and government manuals
Why do I do it? I am tired of sleazy CD-ROM sellers, who take publicly
available information, slap “watermarks” and other junk on it, and sell it.
Those masters of search engine manipulation make sure that their sites that
sell free information, come up first in search engines. They did not create it...
They did not even scan it... Why should they get your money? Why are not
letting you give those free manuals to your friends?
I am setting this document FREE. This document was made by the US
Government and is NOT protected by Copyright. Feel free to share,
republish, sell and so on.
I am not asking you for donations, fees or handouts. If you can, please
provide a link to liberatedmanuals.com, so that free manuals come up first in
search engines:
<A HREF=http://www.liberatedmanuals.com/>Free Military and Government Manuals</A>

– Sincerely
Igor Chudov
http://igor.chudov.com/
– Chicago Machinery Movers

